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2 Corporate visual identity

Dear collaborators, 

This handbook brings together the basic elements required to properly use and apply the graphics 
for our brand, Foodiverse. 

We have standardised and homogenised the following graphical parameters, planning out the needs 
of everyone responsible for interpreting, communicating, and/or applying our brand, thus ensuring 
its proper dissemination. 

The proper use of our visual identity will strengthen our brand’s value. After all, we must work 
together to maintain Foodiverse as a strong and recognisable brand. 

Thank you for helping us communicate memorably.

Welcome to our universe
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5 The Brand

Our symbol 
We are specialists in developing fresh and healthy products. The field, land, seed, and sprouts are our roots. The Three Leaves is therefore the 
symbol that identifies us. This symbol is composed of a full leaf to the right and two half-leaves to the left, symbolising the evolution of our com-
pany: from our origins, in the fields, to our most sophisticated products. We pay homage to our roots and to the heart of our business, while 
expressing the Group’s dynamism and expansion over the years.
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Our Brand 
We are dedicated to the universe of healthy food. We make healthy and balanced food easier, more accessible, and more appetising than ever 
before. Our products are trendy, ground-breaking, and can be enjoyed each and every day, anytime, anywhere. Therefore, we present our name in an 
approachable, friendly, and trendy manner: in lively green and lower-case lettering.

The Brand
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Our main logo 
By joining our symbol and our brand name, we obtain our logo. Clean, honest, refined, balanced, procedural and innovative. Just like us. We refer to 
our roots, but also to our dynamic and exciting future.

The Brand
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Our vertical logo 
For any situation in which the main logo cannot be used due to space restrictions - where the area is more upright or square-shaped -, we will resort 
to the vertical version of our logo, in which the symbol is located on top of the brand.

The Brand
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Our logo and its versions 
Here is a compilation of all of the versions of our logo. We identify ourselves with the fields, raw materials, dynamism, innovation and, therefore, 
with our colours. We will preferably use our logo in full colour. However, due to background or surface requirements, we can also use the various 
monochromatic versions.

colour

monochrome

The Brand
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Our corporate backgrounds 
For us, the colour white symbolises our HOLD spirit, the highest food quality and safety, as well as health and excellence – and this is the reason 
why we choose to prioritise it as our preferred background colour. Secondarily, whenever we need to represent our logo on a dark background, we will 
use our MIDNIGHT GREEN colour, referring to dusk in our fields.

The Brand
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Other backgrounds 
When, due to design requirements, the colour on which our logo is going to be placed differs from the previously stated and would cause our logo to 
be read poorly, we will use the monochrome white version.

The Brand
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13 Construction

Building our symbol 
Our roots, our different local identities, and the figure that represents us all is our starting point. Our brands interact, collaborate, and come together, 
creating an intersection under the Foodiverse umbrella. The figure resulting from this intersection is our symbol. It represents teamwork, our joint 
efforts, excellence, and our talent combined to make the Group more versatile, dynamic, and able to expand.
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Area of respect for our symbol 
When the “Three Leaves” appear alone, without the complete logo being presented, we must make sure there is proper separation between them 
and their surrounding elements. We must leave, at least, a blank space of the size marked by the “x”.

x x

x

x x
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Area of respect for our Brand 
We prefer our name to be accompanied by our symbol. However, if it must be used individually, we must maintain a minimum free space of the size 
equivalent to the “f” between the name and other elements.
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Our main logo: proportions and area of respect 
As a company, we are balanced, proportionate, and procedural, just like our logo. The relative proportions and sizes of our logo are established by 
using the letter “f” as a reference. Furthermore, the “f” will also serve to determine the minimum space that must be left free between our brand 
and other elements.

Construction
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Our vertical logo: proportions and area of respect 
We will use the “f” as the element that sets the proportions between the symbol and name when building the vertical format for our logo. The 
letter “f” will also be used to determine the minimum free space that must be left between the vertical logo and external elements.



Colour
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Our colours 
Our symbol is composed of three leaves, each of a different colour. From left to right, our AQUA BLUE colour pays homage to one of our most precious 
resources, water, source of life and health, which we are strongly committed to protecting. The ICEBERG GREEN colour represents the heart and 
basis of our business: fresh-cut ready-to-eat salads, vegetables and fruits. Lastly, the BABY LEAF GREEN colour brings us back to the first sprouts 
that grow in our fields and that are represented through the full leaf.

AQUA BLUE BABY LEAF 
GREEN

ICEBERG 
GREEN
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MIDNIGHT GREEN

PMS 3308 

CMYK 92 14 67 70 

RGB 2 70 56 

HEX 024638

BABY LEAF GREEN

PMS 7740

CMYK 73 1 91 17

RGB 58 145 63 

HEX  3a913f3

Colour

Brand colours Corporate background

Our corporate colours 
The colours of our brand are thus those of our symbol accompanied by MIDNIGHT GREEN, our corporate background colour used when resorting to 
dark backgrounds, which refers to the dusk in our fields.

AQUA BLUE

PMS 310 

CMYK 53 0 4 0

RGB 91 208 230

HEX 5bd0e6

ICEBERG GREEN

PMS 376 

CMYK 30 0 100 26

RGB 132 189 0

HEX 84bd00
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UNIVERSE BLUE

PMS 293

CMYK 100 76 0 9

RGB 0 61 165

HEX 003da5

MASCLETÁ ORANGE

PMS 166

CMYK 0 76 100 0

RGB 227 82 5

HEX e35205003DA5

SEED GREY

PMS WARM GREY 2

CMYK 16 15 16 0

RGB 203 196 188

HEX cbc4bc

Colour

Complementary colours

Our complementary colours 
We will use the following tones to complement our range of colours: 
In the range of blues, the colour UNIVERSE BLUE refers to our name and activity: the universe of healthy food. In the range of warmer colours, 
the MASCLETÁ ORANGE colour honour our origins in the city of Valencia, Spain. In the range of more vibrant colours, the PASSION RED colour 
represents our passion for everything that we do. Finally, in the range of neutrals, we find the SEED GREY colour, returning once again to our 
roots: the seed itself.

Neutral colour

PASSION RED

PMS 200 

CMYK 0 00 76 13 

RGB 186 12 47 

HEX ba0c2f
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Colours for monochromatic versions 
We would prefer to use full colour in the application of our logo. However, whenever that is not possible, we will use the monochromatic version in 
black, BABY LEAF GREEN or, preferably, white.

Colour
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Our corporate typeface 
Linear, refined, ground-breaking, trendy, balanced, proportionate, and with a strong personality: that is our typeface. We will use the Franklin Gothic 
font family for all elements of corporate identity. We can use it in any of its various weights.

Franklin Gothic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcedefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz.1234567980
Ulparundus ut ipsundandio et quistiorest, exceate est et ellam 
netur? Modit, omnimet qui nonsedis coneturitate.

Franklin Gothic

Light
Light italic 
Medium
Medium italic

Demi
Demi italic
Heavy
Heavy italic
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Our complementary typeface 
We will be able to use the Georgia font family to empathise and differentiate certain messages in published and printed materials.

Georgia

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNÑOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcedefghijklmnñopqrstuvwxyz.1234567980
Ulparundus ut ipsundandio et quistiorest, exceate est et ellam netur? 
Modit, omnimet qui nonsedis coneturitate.

Georgia

Georgia 
Georgia
Georgia
Georgia
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50 px/15 mm

Minimum sizes 
These are the minimum sizes established for our logo to be read correctly. They will be the same for printed and digital media.

60 px/21 mm
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Position of our logo 
Whenever we need to place the logo in a corner on any medium, we must do so while keeping in mind the areas of respect marked by our 
“three leaves” symbol.

foodiverse
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Incorrect usage 
Our philosophy is marked by honesty, integrity, and respect. That is who we are, and that is why we ask that nothing be changed in the construction 
or reproduction of our logo. Here are some examples of incorrect usages that must be avoided.

Changing the proportion of the leaves with respect to the logo

Deforming the brandOutlining the brandPlacing a shadow over the brand

Altering the placement of the leaves in the symbol

Changing the colour of the logo

Changing the colours of the symbol

Changing the typeface of the logo

foodiverse

Changing the transparency
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Image usage 
When using our logo on images with a vibrant colour scheme on which we cannot use the full colour logo, we will always resort to the white version 
of our brand, choosing whether or not to use the symbol in colour depending on the background image.

Usage Guidelines



Applications
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55 mm

Business cards 
Our business cards are the tool we use to present ourselves to our collaborators. They project our essence on front and back. Our information 
appears on the front in black, along with our logo. Clean, simple, and effective. On the back, our logo is accompanied by the figure that characterises 
us: our universe curve, expressing flexibility, dynamism, versatility, and balance.

First Name Surname
Department
name@foodiverse.com
+34 000 000 000

Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13
46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com | info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934

85 mm

Applications
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Email signature
Email is our most common form of communication, where our contact information is reflected in our signature. Once again, simple, clean, and 
refined. Our information is accompanied by our logo and our claim.

Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13. 46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com | info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934 |

Este mensaje va dirigido de manera exclusiva a su destinatario y contiene información confidencial y sujeta al secreto profesional, cuya divulgación está prohibida. En caso de haber recibido este mensaje 
por error, le rogamos que nos lo comunique mediante correo electrónico remitido a nuestra atención y proceda a su eliminación. La información que haya puesto en nuestro conocimiento, consta en un 
fichero titularidad de Foodiverse Hold, S.A. con el objeto de mantener el contacto con Ud. establecido. Puede ejercer los derechos de acceso, rectificación, cancelación y, en su caso, oposición, enviando 
un escrito al efecto, acompañado de una fotocopia de su D.N.I. a la dirección Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28 – Pol. Ind. Sector 13 46394 Riba-roja del Túria, (Valencia).

First Name Surname
Department
name@foodiverse.com 
+34 666 638 339

Bienvenidos a la revolución saludable
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Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13. 46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com | info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934

Eoditae Voldrin: 

Parumqui ut et del magnis doluptatis sunt a voloriam es sunda dolorum re, ut volluptassit volorro vitate invel max-
im lati incte et min nonseni sciunt dollupt iurescimusa arumquodio erro offiction resequi voluptat fugia sim quam 
exerum doluptusto blautati ipsumqu untium lam, cullabo rporiae pudigene eat peribus con porepta illibus earum-
quibus, esciand elignis nosam, od moditae volorio. 

Am rehenda epudias imodit volores sinctum quibus rem sinveli andusdae omni voluptia veles ducipid molecus in 
parum estiaspic tem assequae doloria eumendit, ipsapienet venist, nullora erferum que ea pra que comnit rectis 
eossi suntur reictur ma dolorepel ea is earum sunt.

Ra incidio ritamus explit quae eumquid ucienimeni dentese vit aut ad excerch illabo. Ut eiciet, consequibus, omni-
molupit, conem dolo mossed que porio ommolo occupicae esequis as dolupis que ne la dolupta spiciun tibeatem 
quaecto taepelit adi occus, ommo et reribus, sunt ea int qui iderrum laboritatur, voluptatem intis ut qui consequi-
at.

Pos duntiusaes accabo. Reiur, odi berorem porernat.
Dessinus, ese quis ne nonsedios pror reribea rument velibus expernamet el in rem nisimin ctatus reprae dita 
nienim quia voles modiamet lat lant earum nos susapisci doles asinctur?

Un saludo,

  Cuptam Faceatu

Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13. 
46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com | info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934

225 mmA4

115 mm

Stationery
For our more formal communications, we have our own letter paper, as well as three different envelope formats: American, B4, and C4.
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B4

353 mm

Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13
46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com |  info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934

Applications

Stationery 
For our more formal communications, we have our own letter paper, as well as three different envelope formats: American, B4, and C4.

C4

229 mm

324 mm

Avda. dels Gremis, Parcela 28. Pol.Ind. Sector 13
46394 Riba-roja de Túria, Valencia (España)
foodiverse.com |  info@foodiverse.com | +34 961 642 934

250 mm
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Leaflet 
We like to maintain a constant and open dialogue with our stakeholders. We use our leaflet as a salutation accompanying any corporate 
materials we might send.

210 mm

90 mm
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Folder 
We use these folders as a way to store and compile our printed materials. We include a space in the tab for our business cards, helping us make 
sure that our communications are truly memorable.

470 mm

310 mm

120 mm



For any questions regarding this handbook 
please contact us at 

communications@foodiverse.com


